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$0, Introduction 
A cyclic code SQ is an ideal in the group algebra R of a cyclic group 
(~3 of order ~1 over a finite field F. In this paper F = GF(2), and n is an 
odd prime p- TO the ctiding theorist, SQ is a subspace gf the vector 
space structure Fa! of R, with regard to the fixed basis 1, x, x2, . . . . xPmi. 
He is interested in its combinatorial properties; he wishes to know the 
number of vectors of a given weight in SQ. (The weight of a vector is 
the number of its nonzero coordinates.) 
R is also the residue class ring of F[x] modulo the principal ideal 
generated by XP - 1. This is the more convehtional approach in coding 
theory, bl_lt 2 is advantageous to take both points of view at once. 
We observe that R is a commutative semisimple ring. It is therefore. 
the direct sum of its minimal ideals, which are isomorphic to C!nite ex- 
tension fields of F. For example, the ideal consisting of the two eke- 
ments 0 and J = C i=. P-1~i is a highly redundant representation of F. Gself. 
The number of minimal ideals depends on the order of 2 (moC. p), 
which we shall (eventually) call f. If w - 1 = ef there ;ire I? + 1 minimal 
ideals, and e of them have dimension f. 
Let J, Oo, 8 1, .-, 8,__j be the idempoteni (p,imitive idempoteqts) of 
the minimal ideals. They form a basis for the space of all idempotents 
of R. With the usual definition of the cyclol,omic classes of p, we have 
C() = (1, 2, 4, ‘.., 2f-1) by our definition off. We define in R the r”!y- 
nomials 
i=O, l,..., e- I . 
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These polynor nizls are trividly i&xnpolx nt in characteristic 2,2, nd 
1, x,, . . . . Xe_l is also a b&s for the qme of ah idempotents. wJe ShOW 
that the: matrix M wW,h transforms ode basis into the other is of a very 
sp&d type.. It is a bm!mxj Wx&mt, a:nd the circulant part is Orth!Ogo- 
nal or pseudo-orthogonal (equations (1 S]“, (I 6)). For small values of e 
(ua, to about 14) there are very few possibihties for M. We show tha’t IV 
determines the parity pattesra of the cycl(Itomic numbers, and that this 
pattern determines the multiplication table of the polynomials & 
R contains a subring generated lover F )y the quantities 1, X0, l ... &__ 1. 
one may 1 Jok in this subring for subcodes (not cyclic) of ideals of R 
2nd determine their weight s’$.;cture in tems df. Such a calculation 
appks tG ail values of p havijig the same matrix M, and has been ex- 
ploited to find low weight v&tars in quadratic lnesiciue ct~Ies [ 1 ] , [ 31 w 
A doss ambitious exaimple is&orked out in 54. 
The plan of’ this paper is a : follows: 
5 1 defines the cyclotomic$rumbers in the waj- we want them. 
tj2 summarizes the needed resul ‘is from codi;!g theory. These are 
given in a &her heMstie: way9 sini : they are fully documented else- 
where 
$3 puts the two pl*evious parts together, to obtain some results about 
the parity of the cyclotomic numbers. 
54 is a description of a,dditional problems thy the author tried and 
failed to solve. In particulclr, numerical experiments indicate that there 
may be other restrictions on the form of m(y) which the Whor has 
failed to discover. Such a result would be of great interest-to c&ng C 
theorists. 
‘The appsndix, which is probably the most valuable part of the paper, 
contains all the numerical results that thf: author knows about. 
fs 1. Cyclotomjc wmbers 
Let p be a prime, p # 2., and 3 ii primitive root (~36 p). Let pl - ‘1 1 
ef be a non-trivial factorMic;ri. ?he cyciotomic class! ; [ 1 ] CT{,, C, 9 . . . 
*.., <e_1 are defined by 
c; = {gest-i,s-c~ I$ . . ..f-I}. 
LetK= F[x] /J?’ -- I be thz residue class ring of F[x] module the 
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psincipal ideal generated. by XF - : . Each equivalence class contains a 
unique polynomial of degree 5 p - 1, and we use this polynomial to 
represent its equivalence class. Ir .ddition and :multiplication of these 
polynomials is as usual, with the extra rule that xP = 1. 
R is also the group algebra over F of the cyclic group of order p 
generated by X; we shall use some properties of group algebras. 
In R, define polynomials ,X0, X,, . . . . Xe - 1 by 
Since -1 = i’ef (mod p), -1 E IS;, if f= O(2), and --I E CSe if 
f= l(2), i.e., 
f = O(2) ) 
f s l(2). 
It is easy to check that the 
1, X0, X, , . . ., Xe - 1. We write 
e-1 
prodixt XjCXr is a linear combination of 
XkXl = S,,f f L; (l-k, j-k) A; , 
j=O 
where 2 - k is to be taken mod. e, and 
1, xk=x;, 
6kl = 
0, otherwise _
In particular, 
- 
(4) X*Xi = 6oif+ '$ (i, j)Xj l j=o 
(4) is a definition of the numbers (i, j). The reason for this unusual 
notation is that, if F is, e.g., the rational numbers, the (i, i) are The 
cyclotomic numbers, as defined in [ 71. If’ F has ckxacteristic q, they 
are the cyclctomic numbers module q= 
The elementary properties of the cyciotomic numbers may be deduced 
from (4), but are more easily obtained in the usual way [ ‘?:I. For +ease of
reference we quote them below: .* . 
I L 
(i, j) = (e-i, j-i) . 
j = 0, 
otherwise. 
I ) 5 
1 
(it 0 if $4 O(2), 
(I, pj = 
(j+je, i++e) if .f s l(2). 
(6) f- 19 f = O(2) and i = 0, 
f-l, fs l(2) and i=$z, 
f 9 otherwise. 
Suppose now that F= GF(2). Over GFc2); (a+b)2 = q2 + b2, and’it 
follows that for any polynomial in R we fiave 
d7) gw2 = g(S) . 
I0 particular 9 
If 2 E Cj, 5 = X0, since c: i!: a coset of Co in the multipl;cative group 
of GF(p). Thus 
‘Jsirig (4) we obtain L<:hmer’s well known result [4] 
I l(2) if 2E C. / ’ 
w, j) = 1 
’ OC2), otherwise. 
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5 2, Some result, from coding theory 
The rh&!i R with E;‘ = GF(2) is of great interest to coding theorists. The 
ideals of R are then “binary cyclic codes of block length p”. We give a 
summary of some useM results. 
R is a principal ideal ring; in fact, every ideal has an idempotent gene- 
rator 92 (x). (This is true for semi-simple group algebras in general C 2 I .) 
Usually “idempotent” means ?Z Qx) = 32 (x)~, but over GF(2) we replace 
this by 
(9) (x(x) = % (x2) .
The dimension of the ideal R 092 (x) as a vector space over F is the 
number of pth roots of unity such that 32(p) # 0. Since 92(x) is idem- 
potent, 
From (7), if 0 satisfies (10) so do fi2, p4, . . . . p2’. The non-zeros (or 
zeros) of any ideal come in sets of the form I@, fl*, p4, . . . . /3*‘-‘) where 
Y is the order of 2 (mod F). { 1]5 such a set. 
To make the ccpnlnection with cyclotomy, we suppose that Y = f, or 
rather, we define the f of (1) to be the order of 2 (mod p), and e to be 
(p--1)/f. The cases in whichf’= p _L 1 are of small interest. 
We now have 2 = ges for some s? and 
(11) C, = {I, 2,4, . . . . 2f-l) ) 
ci = (g’, 2g’, 4g’, . ..) 2 Jr-‘g’) . 
Equations (9) and (11) imply that every idempotent is the sum of a 
subset of I, X,, . . . . Xe_l. The set of all ictempotents of R is a vector 
space over F, and 1, X0, . . . . X6__1 s a linearly independent basis for this 
space, which is thus of dimension e + 1. 
The minimd ideals of R are those of smallest possible dimension, i.e., 
with the smakst possibk sets of non-zeros. By (: 1 I), the possible se tsl 
are (I }, (d, c c: CJ, where CY is a primitive pth root of unity. 
patents of the 0. IinimaH ideals (the ‘“primitive” idetnpotentsl are denoted 
bY 
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J z=,!(x) ; Bi r: Oi(X) ) i = Q, 1, . . . . e - II , 
where . 
. --I 
J:; xi, e J( 1 j + 0’ ) 
i=o 
lw) 
1 - 3 CECi* 
&(cy” j == 
0, otherwise . 
In Lemma I1 we give an explicit construction for e,(x). 
Since a polynomial f(x) of R is uniquely determined by the values 
f(a’),i=O, I,..., p - 1,itisclearthat * 
(1 3) JOi = 0 9 0iOj = 0 ) ifj, J+‘3 fl,= 1. 
i=O 
Every idea! in R is the direct sum of minimal ideals, and every idempo- 
tent is a LLM of primitiveidempotents. The set J, 8,, . . . . 8,_, is also a 
basis for the .cpace of all idempotents of R. We shall frequently use the 
fact that 1, X0, . . . . Xe__l and J, 8,,‘..., 8, *- lI are bases of the space of a91 
idempotents of R. 
Lemma 1. 
P-l 
8i = C Cij,i 3 
j=O 
where 
kOOf* Cc = Eij 9 thus eni c GF( 2 j, It suffices to show t,hzt Zy=$’ Q..x’ 
sati!+fies (12). Let orb be. h pfh root of unity, 
* . ‘, 
Thus 
P.z;1 P (mod zs k = 
k=O 
0, 
I 
1, . 
E,,d~ . . = 
j=O 
0, 
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2) 9 P=L 
otherwise .
t E ci , 
otherwise . 
Let 0 be the autnmorphism of I? defined by 
ax =xg f’hegof (1)). ‘. i
Lemma 2 
(i). aXi = Xi+l. 
(ii). 00, = e,_ 1. 
Prfyf. (i). 
(ii). Qei(X) =: ai( a9d ei(Xg) = 1 ‘for X8 = Cy’, C E c"i, or x = QiclR. Since 
c+.s+i,J/g=gss+‘-i, 
(I 2) does not tell us which Bi is 8,. This depends on the choice of CY, 
and ‘any Cys, s # F, is an equally good choice. Once we have chosen 8, 
and g (see later!), the other subscripts are determined by Lemma 2. 
From (2) for Xi, the value Xi(a’) is the same for all c E Cj. Let 
Cj(Jri) be this (‘ommon value, which must, in fact, be I or 0, since Xi 
is idempoten t. 
Theorem 3. 
e-l 
0, = j + %) C,CXo*>Xj y 8, = f-k ‘2 q+,CXT,lxj* 
j=O 
jzz0 ’ 
ProoC From Lemma 1, eOQ = f(mod 2), eOi = &co ewic = X&J!). We 
collect together alI exponents i in class Cj and obtain the result. 
tit 
(:L 
C+(Xo*)=t?lj; II* =f+ :‘d l?ZjXj l 
j=o 
By Lemma 2, 
e i-s = f+ 5’ tl?jxi+s 3 
j=S 
OT 
es = f + k1 mj+#JXj m 
j=O 
The idempotents Xi are Brnearly dependent on J, 8,, . . . . 6,__, . In partic- 
ular, we have: 
Theorem 4. 
Roof. Suppo5;e 
BY (121, 
f-Xi(l)=p, 
Using OS, as before, 
.A’,* = fJ + e3 m?j+ses . 
j=o 
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Let yii = mi+i, and M be the e x e 1’ atrix (I$. 
Theorem 5. (i). If f z O(2), then 
c E1 1, I 
i’“j, 
k rikrkj = ks ’ 5 otherwise. 
(ii). lff = l(2), then 
q c 0, i=j++, k rikrkj Se 
1, 0 therwise. 
Proof. Le.t M be the (e+l) X (e+l) matrix 
1 la !I 
(jr n/J , 
where 1,O art: rows i3,f length e. M is invertible, since it transforms the 
basis { 1, xi} i.?to the basis {J, 6,). (Note that J = 1 + c I- ck .) Hence M L 
is also invertible, which implies Zjqj = 1 (mod 2). 
(i). Xi = Xi* = CkPikek = zk rik ZirkjXj = Zj ZI, rikrkjXj* ThGs 
I 
1: i=::j, 
c 
k ri’rki = @, otherwise. 
= 1 +CXj +CPi,k +EZ rikrkjXj 
i k j k 
dherwise. 
Replacing rij by n~d+j we have 
e-t 
c 
s=(J 
m, =: 1. 
For j’ = O(2), 
e-l 1, i = 0, 
c 
s=o 
HZSmS+i= 
0, otherwise. 
Forfz l(2), 
e-l 0, i= le, 
c 
s=i) 
??lS~S+.i =' 
1, otherwise. 
It is convenient o express these equations in terms of polynornials 
mod (ye- 1). Let 
m(y) = m() * nqy + . . . -i- n&g@ ) 
prz(Jy = n.l(ye-’ ) = m() + me_1 y + . . . + ml lie--l .
m 
Thzn 
W) m(~‘)~n(# = 1 0 mod (u” - 1) if f = O(2), 
e-l 
m(y)moqT = c y'- ysp 
i=O 
if f = l(2). 
( 15) has soluti -m for all values of e; the solutions fon;l a group Ce of 
“orthog.onal” polynomials [S] . For small vhrues of e we can desctibc 
these polynomials explicitly, ar,d shah de so in the next section. 
(16) has meaning only if e is even, anil has solutions 3whencver  f O(4) 
or e s (8). Fortunately these are the c,nly values of e which can occur. 
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e E O(2) and 2 E Co together mply that 2 is a quadratic residue of p, 
so that p is of the form trnvl ? d. 
$% The parity patterns of the cyclotomic numbers 
Let C! be the matrix of the numbers (I’, j). e describe&the parity of 
the cycIotomic numbers when Co consists of powers of 2. 
Lemma 6. (i). IffE O(2), GWn (i, j) =~:=~~~ms+ims+i. 
(ii). Iff z l(2), then (i, j) = I +Z~~~msms+ims+j+~~m 
Proof. (I). X0 Xi = z;li (i, j) Xi. Also, by ( 13), 
Substituting 8, = xi VZ,+~ Xi we obtain 
or, since X*X, is an idempotent, 
(i, j) =E LY;:r Vls+i *s+j . 
S 
We note that for i = 0 or j = 0 this becomes, since ~2; = m,, 
(j, 0) = (0, j) =Cmsms+j = 
S 
(ii). Let 
I, i=j, 
‘S(i, j) ‘=: 
0, otherwise. 
,X,X, z S(i, le) + 
es = I +Gi4s+iXj 3 
;’ 
J=l+CX;, 
i 
r‘ Ad ms+?he ms ki+'/ze = 1 + S(i) ; e) $ 
S 
X,X, =6(i,ie)+C 1 +C~?ls~s+~ms+j+~e A'yi 9 
i t S ) 
v;hich gives the required result. 
Ifr’=OorI=i+iewehave 
j= 0, 
‘(it j) = 1 +Z~m,m,. i+‘/te = 
S otherwise 
which is cG,rect. 
!t is obvious that any cyclic perm.ulation of the set nzo, .*., m,_ 1 . 
gives the same matrix C? . ‘This is just a. s well, sine!: we cannot tell which 
cy die permu tat ion deli :ne:s 8 o. 
The: number of possiMitiea for mo, . . . . me_ _ 11 is the order of the 
group 0,. l&regarding cyclic permWthS, we have at most I&I /e 
cases. There is, however, another equiva?e: Ace which must be considered. 
The subscripts on X,, . . . . Xe_1 depend on the choice of g by which 
C1 is defined. g can be replaced by g’, Y prime to e. This change per- 
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mutes the subscripQs on Xi bj i + i/r. The subscripts on rni are permuted 
in the same way giving the 1‘ olynomial m(_~‘) (n.ote that & re_nains JC,). 
Thus all polynomials y’~ (y’.) mod ye - 1 give equi.valent matrices C? .
Unfortbately the permut.alions i + i + 1, i -+ i/r sometimes overlap, 
and there is very little general theory as to how much threy overlap and 
under what circumstances. 
For small values of e there are very few possibilities for rn(~Q, and 
they arc known, or may readily be obtained from [ 53. For larger e one 
may calculate m(v) by Prange’s algorithm f6] for any prime which can 
be fitted into the computer. The algorithm, adapted to our special case, 
is as follows: 
For f = O(2), calculate the products X,X,, X0 X, X2, l =- as !ine:rr 
combin;lations of X0, Xl, . . . . Xe-1 l If the product becomes zero at step R’, 
Bcave OU t Xi and g0 on t0 Xi+1 . In this way one obtains a maximal non- 
zero product x0 Xi . ..XiS. It is clear from Lemma 4 that we arc just 
selecting all Xi whidh cont,ain some particular &, which we call 00. The 
final result is 
e-l 
e,= C MiXi. 
i=O 
If J”= l(2), do the same with products of (l+Xi); Alviously products 
of Xi, give the idempotent J. The result is 
80 =e2 I?Ii(l+Xi)= 1 +e WliXi l 
i=O i=O 
(Recall from the proof of Theorem 5 that C i mi = 1 .t 
In this way one can find the parity pattern of the cvcloto:mic num- 
bers for any prime. The numerical information is given in the appendix. 
5 4. Applications to coding theory 
Th% weight of a polynomial is the number of its nonzero coefficients. 
The hope of the codinp theorist is that there are, in thie ring R, cyclic 
codes (ideals) of fairly la:Lc dimension in which the minimum nonzero 
WJeight is ako fairly large. A second objective is to find out as much as 
possible about weight structure of the cyclic codes in R with the aim 
of using them as building blocks for noncyclic codes. 
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From Lemma 2 it is clear that all codes RXi have the same weight 
structure;R&+l is obtained from RX, by the permutation of coordi- 
nate places produced by o, Similarly all codes RBi have the same weight 
structure. 
Let YRi, 1) Wli2 * .*e) JWi, be the nonzero coefficients of 122(y). From the 
equation 
X0 = +I5 
s=l 
rni,8, 
one sees that, for c > 0: 
1 if C E Ci y 
S 
X()(d) = 
0 otherwise. 
Thus the dimension of RX, is wfor wf + 1, alccording to the parity of 
f. On the other hand, the minimum weight in RX, is no larger than the 
weight of X0, namely f. This reveals the depressing fact that for many 
primes the codes RX, are extremely poor (see table 1). For example, 
for p =: 127, R.Xi has dimension 64 and minimum weight 5 7. The in- 
formati:zz. however, is useful; it enables the codin.g theorist to predict 
which combinations of the 0, should be avoided. 
The di~mension f the ideal R 6 O is of course f, and the weight of the 
polynom.ia180 is Wjf or wf + 1. 
If p = 2Jr - 1 (3 1, 127) it is known [ 8, section 3.2;, that every poly- 
nomial. in R 8 0 has weight i ( p+ 1). For this case f is necessarily odd, 
and wf=&w--I), orw=ie.For f= l(2) the value of w is close to 1 t! 
in all ca’ses v’ hich halve been calculated. Th.e reason for this fz:ct, if it -is 
a fact, is not known. 
We now give: exanrlples of calculations in the su-aring 
F( 1, X0, X, , ..w, Xe_1). These examples are trivip,l; serious use of this 
technique hr,~ been made by Assmus and M attsJn [ 11 and Marlin [ 31. 
Consider j’ = l(2) and t: = 8. The m vector <or p = 73,223,937 is 
given in the appendix. From this we see that the ideal J, + 8 o + 0,) of 
dimension 2e -t 1 = 11 Q, has a subcode genf rated by the vectors 
It thus contains the vector 1 -k X, + X7 of weight 1 + 2 f. 
Consider $= O(2) and e = 10 (p = 241, 641). The ideal 6, + 8,, of 
dimension 2e = 20, contains the vector X0 + X2; of weight 2f. 
Appendix 
Table 1 
Values of c, f, w for small primes with e ::, 3. 
-.-- -. _-.- 
f’even f c,dd 
- _-_c- 
P e f w P e f \v 
. VI- -_--_-- 
113 4 28 1 
241 10 24 5 
251 5 50 1 
257 16 16 9 
281 4 70 3 
331 1: 30 s 
353 4 88 1 
397 9 44 5 
433 6 72 1 
457 6 76 5 
571 5 114 1 
577 4 144 1 
593 4 148 1 
617 4 154 3 
641 10 64 5 
673 14 48 5 
683 31 22 17 
963 14 68 9 
971 5 194 1 
1013 11 92 5 
31 6 5 3 
73 3 9 3 
89 8 111 5 
127 18 7 9 
151 10 11 5 
223 8 29 3 
337 ?4 21 7 
431 lu 43 5 
439 6 73 3 
601 24 25 15 
631 1.4 45 7 
727 6 I21 3 
881 16 55 9 
919 6 153 3 
937 8 117 3 
1103 3M 29 19 
1801 72 25 39 
2089 ‘;2 29 35 
____p_ ---__ m-.-^____ -__ 
We now actually construct the matrix C? for some small values of e 163. 
We suppose first f 5 0( 2). 
For e = 3, 5, 7, }0,J = e. The only orthogonal polynomia’ls are of the 
form y! The cyclotomic numbers other than (0, 0) are all even. 
For e = 9, 11,/O, 1 = 3e. Besides y’, there is just one equivalence 
c’ ass cd,‘*orthogonal polynomials. 
Rx e = 4, 69 IO,1 == 2er. There are twlo eqgival~:nce classes, with w = I 
SC&M? VJ = e -- 1. In the first case the cyclotot& numbers other than 
(,0,0,1 are all even, in the second they a:re all odd except for (0, j)? (j, 0), 
Up 0, jf 0. 
‘O,,I = L ?O, 1 O,, I= 112. $n these cases Ne can describe the zxt!!!ngonal 
polynomials explicitly modulo cyclic gernutations; their coefficients 
are as follows: 
e = 10, 1 aha2a2al 0 a,a,a2ar 9 
e = E4,l u1Q2a3a3a2a1 0 qa2a3a3a2al. 
For e ~z IO lthere are three equivalence classes, w = 1,9, 5. 
Fix e = 14 th.ere are four classes, w = 1, P 3,5, 9. 
Suppose now f = l( 2); e is necessar5li.y even. For e = 6, 10, 14 we can 
give an explicit form for the polynomials which satisfy ( 16). Setting 
Z= a + 1 this’is 
e = 6, 1 
e = 10, 1 qa2ii2ii, Oaia2ii2Zl , 
There is one equivalence class for e =: 6, one for e = 11‘ and there are 
two for e = 14. Some explicit examples folow: 
f = O(2). 
e=+ , m= IOY101001, 
la= ?I, m= 11101001000. I 
Tlrhe matrix E! fc r e =: 9 is given below: 
Append& 
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400000r00 
0C0010010 
000100100 
001001101 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0’0 0 10 0 10 0 
00a10ROO1 
Cl 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 01 
GI00l00100 
e = 10, m = 1100P01001, 
ITI = 1011000110. 
These are equivalent under the permutation of subscripts i --3 3 i. 
e = 14, m = 110000~0100001 (p = 673), 
m=0@1P1l01011110 (p=953). 
We give below the m vectors for the two .cases which appear in table 1 
and are not covered by the previous discussion. 
p=257, e= 16, f= 16, w=9, g=3, 
02i =1 for: i=U, 1,5,7,9, 10, 12, 14, IS. 
p=@33, e=31, f=22, W47, g=5. 
t?li = 1 fox i=o, 1,2,5,7,9, 11, 13, 14, 15, I& 
20,21, 23, 24, 25, 29. 
f f l(2). 
e=6, m= 110010. 
The e matrix is tis belolw 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
101001 
OllOlQ 
liOIl0 
1 0 1 0 0 E 
e= 10, m= 111OOONK). 
For e = 14, there are two equivailence lasses, 
(i) c11cz2a3 = 100,010, lOl,OCIO, 111,011, . 
(ii) ala21(:. = OOl!, P 10. 
~~631 hasib?= BOt OlOlOOlOlOl, SC) belongs to class (ill. 
For e = 8 there are two classes, 
* 
(i) m = 1101 Q0U30, p = 73, 223,937, 
(ii) m=WMWl, p=89. b. ’ 
We give belo- the m vectors for the six cases which occw in table 1 and 
arc not covered !~y tike preceding discussion 
(i) p=~ 127, e=:: 18, f=7, &P::s~, g=3, 
n?i = 1 for i= 1,5,6,&,9, IO, II, I?, M. 
(ii) p= 437, ,e = 16, f=.21, -14~ :Z 7, g= 10, 
?fZi = i for i= 1,2,5,6,Q,9, 13. 
(iii) ~“601, e=24, f-25, MI= 15, g-7, 
mi =l for i=2,4,5,8,9,10, il, 12, 13,14, 16, 17, 
l&20,22. 
p=881, e=16, f=55, w=9 g=3, 
mi = 1 for i=O, I, 4? ‘7,8,S.. 11, 13, 14. 
(iv) ~=1103,e=38, f=29, w-l:, g=S 7 
wti = I for i= 1,4 5,7,9, tl, 13, 14, 16, 19,?0,21,24& 
28 29, X,33,35, 37. 
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(v) y=: 18Ol,e=72, f: 25, vt=:39, g= 11, 
._ 
mi = 1 for i = Q, i, 2,3,& 5,9, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19,20, 
11,22,23,24,26,27,30,3 1,35,36,38, 
42,43,47,48, 51, 52,53,54, 56, 59,611, 
&3,64,65,67. 
<vi) p=2089,e=72, f=29, w=35 9 g=7 9 
mi = 1 for 2= 0, 2, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 25, 26, 
28,30,33,34, 36,37,38,42,43,45, 50, 
51, 52,54, 56,58, 59, 63, 64,66, 68? 69, 7 1 l
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